Chance favors invention only for minds prepared for discoveries by patient study and persevering efforts.

Louis Pasteur

CONTACT:
doct-office@pasteur.fr

ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS:

Doctoral student’s office

BOOSTING RESEARCH TRAINING
The Institut Pasteur is a multidisciplinary and internationally renowned campus

**DOCTORAL STUDENT’S OFFICE**
The Institut Pasteur supervises doctoral students in close partnership with French universities (Paris-Descartes, Pierre and Marie Curie, Paris Diderot, Paris-Saclay, Paris Science et lettres) and renowned international universities.

**AN ACADEMIC COMMITMENT**
- Personalized follow-up of PhD students
- Supervision of research work
- Monitoring by a tutoring team
- Free access to courses, training and workshops
- Methodological and theoretical courses in bioinformatics
- Access to scientific and international videoconferences
- Participation to scientific seminars and symposia
- Participation to forums (professional networking, post-doctoral positions)

**A SOCIAL COMMITMENT**
- Welcome day
- Support of tuition fees
- Help with administrative procedures
- Participation to Students Association (STAPA)
- Participation in sports (ASIP) and cultural (La Pasteurale) associations
- Access to the benefits offered by the “Comité d’Entreprise”
- Participation in student competitions
- Twinning with international universities
- Writing for the doctoral student journal

**300 DOCTORAL STUDENTS**
**120 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS**
**80 NEW DOCTORAL STUDENTS PER YEAR**
**10 NOBEL PRIZES**
**130 RESEARCH UNITS IN PARIS**

**INSTITUTES WORLDWIDE**
**33**

**A DEDICATED TEAM**
M.-L. Goupil (assistant)
O. Ibrahim-Granet (head)
S. Malot (assistant)